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Abstract—We consider the problem of private information
retrieval through a wiretap channel II (PIR-WTC-II). In PIRWTC-II, a user wants to retrieve a message (or file) privately
out of M messages, which are stored in N replicated and noncommunicating databases. An eavesdropper observes a fraction
µn of the traffic exchanged between the nth database and the
user. The databases should encode the returned answer strings
such that the eavesdropper learns nothing about the contents of
the databases. We aim at characterizing the capacity of the PIRWTC-II under these joint privacy and security constraints. We
obtain an upper bound in the form of a max-min optimization
problem. We propose an achievability scheme that satisfies the
security constraint by encoding a secret key into an artificial noise
vector using an MDS code. The user and the databases operate
at one of the corner points of the achievable scheme of the PIR
under asymmetric traffic constraints such that the retrieval rate
is maximized under the imposed security constraint. The upper
bound and the lower bound match for the cases of M = 2 and
M = 3 messages, for any number of databases N , and any µn .

I. I NTRODUCTION
Private information retrieval (PIR) [1] is a canonical problem, which considers the privacy of the content downloaded
from public databases. The classical PIR model includes N
non-colluding databases storing the same set of M messages
and a user who privately requests a file from these databases,
i.e., without revealing the user’s interest in a specific file.
The user submits a query to each database and receives an
answering string. From all answering strings, the user should
be able to decode the desired file. The retrieval rate is the ratio
between the number of desired message symbols and the total
number of the downloaded symbols. There has been a growing
interest in the PIR problem in the information theory society
[2]–[7]. In [8], Sun and Jafar characterize the capacity of the
classical PIR problem, which is defined as the supremum of
all PIR rates over all achievable retrieval schemes. Following
[8], the capacities of many interesting variants of the classical
PIR problem have been considered, such as [9]–[32].
The sole requirement of these previous works is to protect
the identity of the desired message from the public databases.
Another interesting dimension to the PIR problem is when the
content of the requested message needs to be protected against
an external eavesdropper, who wishes to learn about the
contents of the databases by observing the queries and answer
strings. In this paper, we impose an extra constraint to the PIR
problem, namely, the secrecy constraint, which ensures that the
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queries and the answer strings do not leak any information
about the contents of the databases to the eavesdropper. A
few works exist in the secure PIR problem: [33] considers the
problem of information storage and retrieval, guaranteeing that
storing of information is secure. [34] considers a symmetric
PIR setting where there is a passive eavesdropper who can
tap in on the incoming and outgoing transmissions of any E
servers. Interestingly, the secret key needed for the symmetric
PIR process is used as an encryption key to secure the contents
of the databases from the eavesdropper. This problem is further
investigated for the classical PIR problem in [35], which
derives inner and outer bounds for this problem, in addition
to the minimum amount of common randomness required.
We investigate PIR through a wiretap channel II (PIR-WTCII). Ozarow and Wyner [36] introduced wiretap channel II.
In PIR-WTC-II, the user observes answer strings through a
noiseless channel from the nth database. The eavesdropper
can observe a fraction µn from the nth answer string by
choosing any set of positions Sn ⊂ {1, · · · , tn }, such that
|Sn | = µn tn . The databases encode the answer strings such
that the eavesdropper learns nothing from its observations.
Naturally, the nth database dedicates µn tn portion of the
answer string to confuse the eavesdropper, constraining the
meaningful portion of the answer to be (1 − µn )tn . This
fundamentally relates PIR-WTC-II to the PIR problem under
asymmetric traffic constraints [37], as lengths of answer strings
can no longer be symmetric.
In this paper, we obtain an upper bound for the PIR-WTCII problem, which takes the form of a max-min optimization
problem. The inner minimization problem derives the tightest
upper bound for the retrieval rate for an arbitrary traffic ratio
vector τ , while the outer maximization problem optimizes over
τ . For the achievability, we design the meaningful portion
of the queries to operate at one of the corner points of
the PIR problem under asymmetric traffic constraints [37].
To satisfy the security constraint, each database generates a
secret key with µn tn length, encodes it into an artificial noise
vector using a (tn , µn tn ) MDS code and encrypts the returned
answer string with this artificial noise vector. Interestingly, our
achievable rate does not need any shared randomness between
the databases or the user. Our upper and lower bounds match
for M = 2 and M = 3. We only provide sketches of the
proofs here due to space limitations; proof details, illustrative
remarks, extra examples and some figures can be found in the
longer version [38].

II. S YSTEM M ODEL

probability of error. We write the reliability constraint as,

Consider a PIR model, in which there are N non-colluding
databases, each storing the same content of M messages (or
files). The message Wm is represented as a vector of length L
picked from a finite field FL
q with a sufficiently large alphabet.
The messages W1:M = {W1 , · · · , WM } are i.i.d., hence
H(Wm ) = L,

H(W1:M ) = M L,

(q-ary bits)

(1)

A user wants to retrieve a message Wi from the N databases
without revealing the identity of the message i to any individ[i]
ual database. The user sends the query Qn to the nth database.
Since the user has no knowledge about the realizations of
W1:M , the queries and the messages are independent, i.e.,
[i]

I(Q1:N ; W1:M ) = 0,
[i]

[i]

i ∈ {1, · · · , M }

(2)

[i]

where Q1:N = {Q1 , · · · , QN }. To ensure the privacy of Wi ,
the user should constrain the query intended to retrieve Wi to
be indistinguishable from the query intended to retrieve any
other message Wj at any individual database. Thus,
[i]
(Q[i]
n , An , W1:M )

∼

(Qn[j] , A[j]
n , W1:M ),

j ∈ {1,· · ·, M } (3)

n ∈ {1, · · · , N }

(4)

where Gn is independent of all other random variables, whose
realization is known at the nth database only. We denote the
traffic ratio vector by τ = (τ1 , · · · , τN ). The traffic ratio at
the nth database τn is given by τn = PNtn t . We assume
i=1 i
that the answer strings are transmitted through a WTC-II. In
PIR-WTC-II, the user observes the tn -length answer string
[i]
An from the nth database through a noiseless channel. On
the other hand, the eavesdropper can observe a fraction µn
from the nth answer string. More specifically, the eavesdropper
arbitrarily chooses any set of positions Sn ⊂ {1, · · · , tn } to
observe from the nth answer string, such that |Sn | = µn tn ,
i.e., the output of the eavesdropper channel is given by,
Zn[i] = An[i] (Sn ),

(7)

L(µ)
R(µ) = PN
n=1 tn (µ)

(8)

The message length L(µ) can grow arbitrarily large.
The capacity of PIR-WTC-II, C(µ), is defined as the supremum of all achievable retrieval rates, i.e., C(µ) = sup R(µ).
III. M AIN R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSIONS
Theorem 1 (Upper bound) For PIR-WTC-II under eavesdropping capabilities µ = (µ1 , · · · , µN ), the capacity is upper
bounded by C̄(µ) which is given by:
φ(0) +
max

min

1+

φ(n2 )
n1 n2

φ(n1 )
n1

+

1
n1

1
n1 n2

+

φ(n −1 )
QMM
−1
i=1 ni
1
QM −1
i=1 ni

+ ··· +

+ ··· +

(9)

n
o
PN
where T = τ : τn ≥ 0 ∀n ∈ [1 : N ],
τ
=
1
,
n
n=1
PN
and φ(`) = n=`+1 (1 − µn )τn is the sum of the unobserved
traffic ratios by the eavesdropper from databases [` + 1 : N ].
The proof of this upper bound is given in Section IV.
Theorem 2 (Lower bound) For PIR-WTC-II and monotone
−1
non-decreasing sequence n = {ni }M
⊂ {1, · · · , N }M ,
i=0
let n−1 = 0, and S = {i ≥ 0 : ni − ni−1 > 0}. Denote
y` [k] as the number of stages of the achievable scheme that
downloads k-sums from the nth database in one repetition
of the scheme,
that n`−1 ≤ n ≤ n` , and ` ∈ S.
Q such M
−2
Let ξ` =
s∈S\{`} s−1 . The number of stages y` [k] is
characterized by the following system of difference equations:
X
y0 [k] = (n0 −1)y0 [k−1] +
(nj −nj−1 )yj [k−1]
j∈S\{0}

y1 [k] = (n1 −n0 −1)y1 [k−1] +

X

(nj −nj−1 )yj [k−1]

j∈S\{1}

n ∈ {1, · · · , N }

(5)

We denote the unobserved portion of the answer string by
[i]
[i]
[i]
Yn = An (S̄n ), where S̄n = {1, · · · , tn } \ Sn , thus An =
[i]
[i]
(Yn , Zn ). We write the eavesdropping ratios, which are fixed
and given, as a vector µ = (µ1 , · · · , µN ). Without loss of
generality, we assume µ1 ≤ µ2 ≤ · · · ≤ µN .
The databases encode the answer strings such that the eavesdropper learns nothing from the queries and its observations.
Consequently, we write the security constraint as,
[i]

[i]

where o(L)
L → 0 as L → ∞.
For a fixed N , M , and eavesdropping ratio vector µ, a
retrieval rate R(µ) is achievable if there exists a PIR scheme
which satisfies (3), (6), and (7) for some message lengths L(µ)
and answer strings of lengths {tn (µ)}N
n=1 , where,

τ ∈T ni ∈{1,··· ,N }

where ∼ denotes statistical equivalence.
[i]
The nth database, after receiving the query Qn , responds
[i]
with a tn -length answering string An . The answer string is
generally a stochastic mapping of the messages W1:M and the
[i]
received query Qn , hence
[i]
H(A[i]
n |Qn , W1:M , Gn ) = 0,

[i]

H(Wi |Q1:N , A1:N ) = o(L)

[i]

I(W1:M ; Z1:N , Q1:N ) = 0

(6)

The user should be able to reconstruct the desired message
Wi from the collected answer strings with arbitrarily small

y` [k] = n0 ξ` δ[k−`−1] + (n` −n`−1 −1)y` [k − 1]
X
+
(nj −nj−1 )yj [k−1], ` ≥ 2

(10)

j∈S\{`}

where δ[·] denotes the Kronecker
The initial

Q delta function.
−2
conditions of (10) are y0 [1] = s∈S M
s−1 , and yj [k] = 0
for k ≤ j. The achievable rate corresponding to n is:
P
PM M −1
`∈S
k=1 k−1 y` [k](n` − n`−1 )
(11)
R(n, µ) = P
PM
M
Pn`
k=1 ( k )y` [k]
`∈S

n=n`−1 +1

1−µn

Consequently, the capacity C(µ) is lower bounded by:
C(µ) ≥ R(µ) =

max

n0 ≤···≤nM −1 ∈{1,··· ,N }

R(n, µ)

(12)



The achievable scheme can be found in Section V.

1
+ · · ·+ QM −1

Corollary 1 (Capacity of M = 2, 3 messages) The capacity of PIR-WTC-II, C(µ), for M = 2 and arbitrary N is:
n0 n1
C(µ) =
max
(13)
Pn0 n0+1 Pn1
n0
ni ∈{1,··· ,N }
n=n0 +1 1−µn
n=1 1−µn +
and for M = 3 and arbitrary N is:
n0 n1 n2
C(µ) = max
n0
n1
n2
X
ni ∈{1,··· ,N }X
n0 n1 +n0 +1
n0 n1 +n0 X
n0 n1
+
+
1−µ
1−µ
1−µ
n
n
n
n=1
n=n +1
n=n +1
0

1

(14)
The proof of Corollary 1 can be found in [38].
IV. C ONVERSE P ROOF
We derive a general upper bound for PIR-WTC-II. Since the
eavesdropper observes a different fraction of the traffic from
each database (different µn ), the answer strings (hence the
traffic ratios) from databases are asymmetric in length. Thus,
we extend [37] to account for the imposed security constraint.
The proofs of the following lemmas can be found in [38].
Lemma 1 (Interference lower bound) For PIR-WTC-II, the
interference from undesired messages within the unobserved
PN
portion of the answer strings by the eavesdropper n=1 (1 −
µn )tn − L is lower bounded by,
N
X

(1 − µn )tn − L + o(L)

n=1



[1]
[1]
[1]
≥ I W2:M ; Q1:N , Y1:N |W1 , Z1:N

(15)

Lemma 2 (Induction lemma) For all m ∈ {2, . . . , M } and
for an arbitrary nm−1 ∈ {1, · · · , N }, the mutual information
term in Lemma 1 can be inductively lower bounded as,


[m−1]
[m−1]
[m−1]
I Wm:M ; Q1:N , Y1:N |W1:m−1 , Z1:N


1
[m]
[m]
[m]
I Wm+1:M ; Q1:N , Y1:N |W1:m , Z1:N
≥
nm−1


N
X
1 
o(L)
+
L−
(1 − µn )tn  −
(16)
nm−1
nm−1
n=n
+1

N
X

(1 − µn )tn − L + õ(L)

n=1
(15)

≥ I

(16)

≥



[1]
[1]
[1]
W2:M ; Q1:N , Y1:N |W1 , Z1:N



(17)
!

!

N
N
X
X
1
1
L−
(1 − µn )tn +
L−
(1 − µn )tn
n1
n1 n2
n=n +1
n=n +1
1

2

L −


(1 − µn )tn 

(18)

n=nM −1 +1



1
o(L), (17)
where õ(L) = 1 + n11 + n11n2 + · · · + QM −1
i=1 ni
follows from Lemma 1, and the remaining bounding steps
follow from successive application of Lemma 2.
Ordering terms and letting τn = PNtn t , we have,
i=1 i
!
1
1
1
+
+· · ·+ QM −1
L
1+
n1 n1 n2
i=1 ni
!N
φ(n1 )
φ(nM −1 ) X
≤ φ(0)+
tn + õ(L) (19)
+· · ·+ QM −1
n1
i=1 ni n=1
We conclude the proof by taking L → ∞. Thus, for an
−1
arbitrary sequence {ni }M
i=1 , the retrieval rate when the traffic
ratio vector is constrained to τ , R(τ , µ) is upper bounded by,
φ(0) +

L
PN

n=1 tn

≤

1+

φ(n1 )
n1

+

1
n1

1
n1 n2

+

φ(n2 )
n1 n2

φ(n −1 )
QMM
−1
i=1 ni
1
QM −1
i=1 ni

+ ··· +

+ ··· +

(20)

We obtain the tightest upper bound for R(τ , µ) by minimizing
−1
over the sequence {ni }M
i=1 over the set {1, · · · , N } to get
φ(0) +
R(τ , µ) ≤

min

ni ∈{1,··· ,N }

1+

1
n1

φ(n1 )
n1

+

1
n1 n2

φ(n −1 )
QMM
−1
i=1 ni
1
+ QM −1
i=1 ni

+ ··· +
+ ···

(21)

Since the user and the databases can choose any suitable
traffic ratio vector τ in the set T, by maximizing over τ in
the set T, we obtain the upper bound in (9).
V. ACHIEVABLE S CHEME
We illustrate the main ingredients of the achievable scheme
by presenting the following motivating example.
A. Motivating Example: M = 3, N = 2, µ = ( 14 , 21 )
1) Explicit Upper Bound C̄(µ): By observing that τ1 =
1−τ2 , the upper bound in Theorem 1 can be explicitly written
as the following linear program:
max
τ2 ,R

m−1

Now, we are ready to prove an explicit upper bound for the
retrieval rate in the PIR-WTC-II problem R(µ) by applying
Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 successively. For a pre-specified
answer string lengths {tn }N
n=1 , and an arbitrary sequence
−1
{ni }M
,
we
can
write
i=1

ni

i=1

N
X

s.t.

R


1
1
R ≤ (1 − µ1 ) + (1 − µ2 ) − (1 − µ1 ) τ2
3
3


2
4
2
R ≤ (1 − µ1 ) + (1 − µ2 ) − (1 − µ1 ) τ2
5
5
5


4
4
4
R ≤ (1 − µ1 ) + (1 − µ2 ) − (1 − µ1 ) τ2
7
7
7
0 ≤ τ2 ≤ 1
(22)

The optimal solution of (22) is attained at one of the corner
points of the feasible region. Thus, the upper bound C̄(µ) is,
(
)
1 − µ1
2
4
,
,
(23)
max
3
1
4
3
3
(1−µ1 ) + (1−µ2 )
(1−µ1 ) + (1−µ2 )

2) Capacity-Achieving Scheme for µ = ( 14 , 12 ): (See Table I.) The user permutes the indices of the symbols of
W1 , W2 , W3 independently, uniformly, and privately. Assume
that W1 is the desired message. Let ai , bi , ci denote the
permuted symbols of W1 , W2 , W3 , respectively. In the case
6
. To
of µ = ( 14 , 12 ), the upper bound (23) is C̄(µ) = 17
achieve this bound, we focus first on the meaningful queries,
i.e., the queries without the randomness that is added to
satisfy the security constraint. From database 1, the user asks
for an individual symbol from every message, thus, asks for
a1 , b1 , c1 . From database 2, the user does not ask for new
individual symbols but rather exploits the side information that
is generated from database 1 to query for 2-sums, i.e., the user
asks for a2 + b1 , a3 + c1 , b2 + c2 from database 2. Then, the
user exploits b2 +c2 as side information to ask for a4 +b2 +c2
from database 1. To get an integer number for the meaningful
queries, which is (1 − µn )tn symbols from database n, we
repeat this scheme ν times. Since this scheme gets 4 symbols
from database 1 and 3 symbols from database 2, we have
16ν
3
(1 − µ2 )t2 = 3ν ⇒ t2 = 6ν
(1 − µ1 )t1 = 4ν ⇒ t1 =

(24)
(25)

Then, the minimal
 ν = 3. Database
 1 generates the indepen(1)
(1)
dent keys K1 = k1 , · · · , k4 , such that K1 is picked uniformly from F4q . Database 1 encodes these random keys using a
(16, 4) MDS code, to get u[1:16] , i.e., u[1:16]
= MDS16×4

 K1 .
(2)

(2)

Similarly, database 2 generates K2 = k1 , · · · , k9
uniformly from F9q . Database 2 encodes the keys using an (18, 9)
MDS code, to get v[1:18] , hence, v[1:18] = MDS18×9 K2 . All
the meaningful downloads are encrypted by the coded keys.
Furthermore, the user downloads u[13:16] individually from
database 1, and v[10:18] from database 2.
TABLE I
T HE QUERY TABLE FOR M = 3, N = 2, µ1 =

Database 1
a1 + u1
b1 + u2
c1 + u3
a4 + b2 + c2 + u4
a5 + u5
b3 + u6
c3 + u7
a8 + b4 + c4 + u8
a9 + u9
b5 + u10
c5 + u11
a12 + b6 + c6 + u12
u13 , u14 , u15 , u16

1
,
4

µ2 =

1
.
2

Database 2
a2 + b1 + v1
a3 + c1 + v2
b2 + c 2 + v 3
a6 + b3 + v4
a7 + c3 + v5
b4 + c 4 + v 6
a10 + b5 + v7
a11 + c5 + v8
b6 + c 6 + v 9
v10 , u11 , u12 , u13 , v14
v15 , u16 , u17 , u18

For the decodability, since database 1 encodes its keys K1
using a (16, 4) MDS code, by the MDS property, any 4 sym-

bols suffice to reconstruct u[1:16] . The user downloads u[13:16]
separately, hence u[1:12] can be canceled from the downloads
to get the meaningful information only; and similarly for
database 2. Furthermore, since the side information at any
database is obtained from the undesired symbols downloaded
from the other database, all undesired symbols can be canceled
and the user is left only with the desired a[1:12] .
For the security, the eavesdropper can obtain any 4 symbols
from database 1, and any 9 symbols from database 2. Since
K1 , K2 are generated uniformly and independently from F4q ,
F9q , respectively, any 4 symbols (ui1 , · · · , ui4 ) from u[1:16] are
independent and uniformly distributed over Fq , and similarly
for any 9 symbols (vj1 , · · · , vj9 ) from v[1:18] . The leakage at
the eavesdropper is upper bounded as,
[1]

I(W1:3 ; Z1:2 ) = H(Z1:2 ) − H(Z1:2 |W1:3 )
≤ logq 13 − logq 13 = 0

(26)
(27)

The privacy constraint is satisfied, as the queries and the
indices of the message symbols are uniformly and independently permuted. Hence, the user downloads t1 = 16 symbols
from database 1, and t2 = 18 symbols from database 2. From
these downloads, the user can decode L = 12 symbols from
6
12
= 17
, which matches the upper bound.
W1 . Hence R = 34
B. General Achievable Scheme
We present the general achievable scheme for PIR-WTCII that achieves the retrieval rate in Theorem 2. The core
of the achievable scheme is the achievable scheme of the
corner points in the PIR problem under asymmetric traffic
constraints in [37]. One new ingredient is needed to satisfy the
security constraint, namely, encrypting the answer strings by
random keys. The nth database uses random key Kn of length
µn tn that is sufficient to span the space of the eavesdropper’s
observations. The nth database encodes Kn using a (tn , µn tn )
MDS code and uses the resulting codeword to encrypt each
downloaded symbol from the meaningful downloads.
We use the terminology as in [37]. Let sn denotes the number of side information symbols that are used simultaneously
in the initial round of download at the nth database. For a non−1
M
decreasing sequence {ni }M
i=0 ⊂ {1, · · · , N } , the databases
are divided into groups, such that group 0 contains databases
1 : n0 , group 1 contains databases n0 + 1 : n1 , etc. Let sn = i
for all ni−1 +1 ≤ n ≤ ni with n−1 = 0 by convention. Denote
S = {i : sn = i for some n ∈ {1, · · · , N }}. Denote y` [k] to
be the number of stages in round k downloaded from the nth
database, such that n`−1 +1 ≤ n ≤ n` . First, the user permutes
each message independently and uniformly. The details of the
scheme are as follows:
1) Calculation of the repetitions: The scheme associated
−1
with n = {ni }M
is repeated ν times such that the
i=0
answer string length tn (n, µ) satisfies:
tn (n, µ) =

νDn (n)
∈ N,
1 − µn

∀n ∈ {1, · · · , N } (28)

where Dn (n) is the number of meaningful downloads of
−1
one repetition of the scheme associated with {ni }M
i=0 .

2) Preparation of the keys: The nth database generates
a random key Kn . The random key Kn is of length
µn tn , whose elements are independent and uniformly
distributed over Fq . The nth database encodes Kn to
(n)
an artificial noise vector u[1:tn ] using a (tn , µn tn ) MDS
(n)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)
8)
9)
10)

code, i.e., u[1:tn ] = MDStn ×µn tn Kn .
Initial download: From the
 where 1 ≤ n ≤
Q nth database
−2
n0 , the user downloads s∈S M
s−1 symbols from the
desired message. The user sets the round index k = 1.
Message symmetry: To satisfy the privacy constraint, for
each stage initiated in the previous step, the user com-
−1
pletes the stage by downloading the remaining M
k−1
k-sums that do not include the desired symbols.
Database symmetry: We divide the databases into
groups. Group ` ∈ S contains databases n`−1 + 1 to n` .
Database symmetry is applied within each group only.
Exploitation of side information: The user downloads
(k + 1)-sum consisting of 1 desired symbol and a ksum of undesired symbols that were generated in the kth
round. If sn > k, the nth database does not exploit the
side information generated in the kth round. For sn = k,
extra side informationQcan be used in the nth database.
−2
The user forms n0 s∈S\{sn } M
stages of side
s−1
information by constructing k-sums of the undesired
symbols in round 1 from the databases in group 0.
Repeat steps 5, 6, 7 after setting k = k +1 until k = M .
Repeat steps 3, · · · , 7 for a total of ν repetitions.
Shuffling the order of the queries: The user shuffles the
order of queries as in [8] to guarantee the privacy.
Encryption of the downloads: The database encrypts
each meaningful download by adding one symbol
(n)
from u[1:(1−µn )tn ] . Furthermore, the user downloads
(n)

u[(1−µn )tn +1:tn ] coded key symbols individually.
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